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successful sieges, especially those that allow for the occupation of a town, can be the most profitable of all the siege actions. they often start with the construction of a ram and siege tower, which are used to breach the walls of a castle. this can be a dangerous and time-consuming process, as the walls are usually built to withstand ram
attacks. a siege can be a long-term undertaking, as at the start a large force of crossbowmen and light infantry is usually deployed. a siege can be prevented or broken by the defenders, who may set up defences or even a sortie to attack the besiegers. the siege can also fail if the defenders are too well-organized or have too much garrison
inside the castle. in the latter case, the besiegers may have to abandon the siege and try another target. if the siege is successful, the defenders may retreat or may fight the besiegers. the former is usually done by cutting the supply lines, or by breaking out of the siege with a sortie. if the defenders of the castle are successful in breaking
out of the siege and escape to another stronghold, the siege may be called off. if the defenders of the castle are defeated, the castle may be razed, and the attackers may take the supplies inside. after you have chosen your target, your siege equipment will appear on the battle map, where you will get to name it. you will also be provided

with your starting supplies. note that you need to own the target location before you can build your siege equipment - the game will not let you choose it from the neutral or enemy starting inventories. instead, you will receive the option to choose a location near the target. so in other words, if you choose the wrong location, you will have to
find a new target. you will have to make it yourself, and the game will not pick the target for you.
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